
Doc Holiday 

Treasurer 

 
Fellow Board members, 

 

I wanted to discuss these matters at the pizza place but we didn’t have the time so I wanted to address these 

matters before too much time passes and we loose more shooters. 

Over the last few months since I’ve taken over the treasurer’s job I’ve heard too many concerns on the length 

of the match and the complexity of the stages.  I’ve heard these comments from shooters that don’t shoot any 

longer, those that have reduced their attendance and shooters that are still shooting but are burning out like 

myself.  I do agree that the matches take too long considering a shooter actually shoots for less than 5 minutes 

during our 4 1/2 hour shoots.  We are an older group of shooters and the length of the matches takes it toll on 

the membership.  By the 4th stage the majority of the shooters are worn out and just finishing because they’re 

there.  I’ve been told how they could hardly move the next day and some say they’re exhausted when they get 

home unable to do anything else.  When shooting becomes a chore and not fun the attendance declines as we 

are witnessing.   

The other issue I’ve been told about is the complexity of the stages.  I don’t necessarily agree with that except 

where some of the shooters can’t get the  sequence and get procedurals that degrades their enjoyment or the set 

up time extends an already too long match.  If the stages are too complicated shooters get discouraged and 

don’t care to be involved in something where it isn’t fun but intimidating. 

I know it’s easy to criticize how things are done then don’t offer any solutions so here are my suggestions; 

 

1. The shooters meeting is a 1/2 hour before the shoot like it’s supposed to be and not making the rest of 

us wait for stragglers until shoot time. 

2. The shoot takes no longer than 3 hours including clean-up. 

3. If there are more than 14 shooters we divide into 2 posses.  If only 7 shooters would show up we 

would still shoot the match with what we had.  Hopefully some positive changes would get people to 

come back and increase our attendance to where we can have posses of over 10.   

4. One concern to the smaller posses was that some are unable or unwilling to help.  I understand this but 

if we are to survive as a club everyone involved needs to participate in the function of the scenario at 

whatever level they can and not sit back and watch others pick up the slack.  Keeping everyone 

involved will make the time between shooting pass more quickly and not make the down time seem as 

long. 

5. We shoot 4 stages in 2 berms adding or removing some targets to change the scenario.  That reduces 

the set-up and take-down time and also the moving from berm to berm time. 

6. Until we can get the attendance per shoot back above 20 we refrain from using anything that involves 

resetting stages; Texas star, poppers, knock down shotgun targets.  This may even allow the addition 

of the 5th stage in the time allotted. 

7. When we get a new shooter they are intimidated by all the rules, the sequence of play and not looking 

silly to begin with.  We need to allow them as much slack as can be given and still maintain safety to 

get them to feel comfortable being with us.  Harping on safety, safety, safety just starts to sound like 

Charlie Brown’s teacher after a while and gets the safety issue nowhere while making the shooter feel 

persecuted.  When people feel unwelcome they don’t come back.  Criticizing the other shooting clubs 

and shooters just makes our shooters wonder what is being said about them when they’re not 

around.  Those that are self conscious or have other sources of entertainment can go elsewhere to play 

where they aren’t scrutinized and criticized continually.  Believe me people do find out they’re being 

discussed when they’re not around. 

 

I’ve been with this club a while and have witnessed a lot of changes, some good, some not.  What I can see 

now is an attendance downward death spiral.  We have fixed costs and need butts in the seats to be able to 

make our financial commitments.  If we don’t make positive changes and soon we’re going to be members of a 

shooting club that doesn’t exist.  I welcome any comments to my suggestions and any additional ways to make 

this club’s attendance expand.  If we do nothing the end of this club is our fault. 



 

Doc Holiday 

 


